
 Go for Gold with Spelling!  
Choose your spellings depending on your confidence and accuracy with Spelling!   

Make sure you know the words each week and then move on to the words when you are confident and them the 
too. 

Have a go at learning the words every night for a few minutes. Don’t forget to use Spelling Shed – will you be our Speller of the Week?  
Every Friday, you will check your progress in a Zoom meeting, your family could test you at home or it can be done in school if you’re there. 

 

wb. 11.1.21 
(test on 18.1.21) 

wb.18.1.21 
(test on 25.1.21) 

wb. 25.1.21 
(test on 1.2.21) 

wb.1.2.21 
(test on 8.2.21) 

wb.8.2.21 
(test on Friday 12.2.21) 

Words with endings that sound like 
/ze/, as in measure, are always 

spelled with  ‘-sure’. 
(Stage 3, List 4) 

Words with endings that sound like 

/ch/ is often spelt ’ture’ unless the 
root word ends in (t)ch. (Stage 3, List 

5) 

Words with the prefix ’re-’   ‘re-’ 
means ‘again’ or ‘back.’ (Stage 3, List 

7) 

The prefix ’dis-’ which has a negative 
meaning.  It often means ‘does not’ as in 
does not agree = disagree. (Stage 3, List 8) 

The prefix ’mis-’ This is another prefix 
with negative meanings. (Stage 3, List 

9) 

must learn must learn must learn must learn must learn 

measure picture redo dislike misuse 

treasure nature return disable mislead 

pleasure capture replay disagree mistake 

closure future reaction disobey misread 

disclosure mixture refresh dislodge misplace 

should learn should learn should learn should learn should learn 

enclosure creature reappear disappoint misbehave 

displeasure furniture redecorate disappear misspell 

composure adventure revenge disadvantage mistrust 

leisure sculpture review disapprove mislaid 

exposure fracture rebound dislocate misunderstanding 

could learn could learn could learn could learn could learn 

treasured structure rebuild disbelieve mistaken 

measuring miniature relaunch dishonest misfire 

measurement temperature rediscover discovery misjudge 

pressure culture rearrange disagreement misspelt 

reassuring moisture recharge disinfect misbehaviour 

 


